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Abstract: Four-dimensional trajectory based operation（4D-TBO）is believed to enhance the planning and execution
of efficient flights，reduce potential conflicts and resolve upcoming tremendous flight demand. Most of the 4D
trajectory planning related studies have focused on manned aircraft instead of unmanned aerial vehicles（UAVs）. This
paper focuses on planning conflict-free 4D trajectories for fixed-wing UAVs before the departure or during the flight
planning. A 4D trajectory generation technique based on Tau theory is developed，which can incorporate the time
constraints over the waypoint sequence in the flight plan. Then the 4D trajectory is optimized by the particle swarm
optimization（PSO）algorithm. Further simulations are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method，which would offer a good chance for integrating UAV into civil airspace in the future.
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0 Introduction

In the past decades，there have been increas‑
ingly rapid advances in the field of unmanned aerial
vehicle （UAV） applications， including commer‑
cial，public or military area［1］. Trajectory planning
is a problem of determining a trajectory for the
UAV from an initial point to the goal point. It is
critical for UAV accomplishing its mission. Howev‑
er，most of the UAVs are restricted to operate in
the rural area；even the military UAVs should use
the so-called“ file and fly”rule to access civil air‑
space. This is because most national aviation agen‑
cies can hardly specify the equivalent level of safety
（ELOS）［2］requirements entailing for UAV regula‑
tions，which now presents significant barriers to re‑
search and development［3］. In the future air traffic
management （ATM） concepts， four-dimensional
trajectory based operation （4D-TBO） concept is
one of the fundamental initiatives to realize the

ICAO Global ATM Operational Concept［4］ and
achieve the realization of the global ATM operation‑
al concept（GATMOC）［5］ vision. 4D-TBO will re‑
quire the airspace vehicles to fly the time-metered
trajectories which could offer a good chance for the
UAVs safely fitting into the civil or national air‑
space［6］.

Up to now，the concept of 4D-TBO has been
tested on manned aircraft in many countries，and
more will be undertaken in the future［7］. The Sin‑
gle European Sky ATM Research（SESAR） and
Next Generation Air Transportation System
（NextGen） projects are two main objectives pro‑
gressing 4D-TBO on manned aircraft now. As
most UAVs operating in controlled airspace use
waypoints to define their route instead of tradition‑
al airways，fixes，and routes，the approaches can
be different from the manned aircraft. In the past
decades，much previous research has focused on
planning the path in a two-dimensional（2D）plane
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or three-dimensional（3D） space［8‑9］. The general‑
izability of such researches on UAV integration is
problematic as these planned trajectories have no
time information. The four-dimensional trajectory
（4DT） is defined as a precise description of a
flight path in space and time which includes the

“ centerline”of the path，using waypoints to repre‑
sent specific steps along the path， together with
appropriate buffers to describe the associated posi‑
tion uncertainty.

Trajectories are usually high-dimensional prob‑
lems. Dimension reduction methods are used to re‑
duce the dimension of the control parameter vector
which is then used to optimize the trajectory. One of
the easiest ways to design a trajectory is to use sim ‑
ple line-and-circle methods based on Dubins air‑
plane paths，which ensures continuity for the trajec‑
tory but not for its derivatives. This way is often
used in the autopilots to generate the trajectories.
The benefits of this approach include simple，robust
and computationally inexpensive. However，the dis‑
continuity between straight lines or a straight line
and a segment of a circle would lead to a step in the
demanded roll angle，which is unacceptable. To
solve this problem， the spline segments such as
Bezier curves［10］ and Basis-splines［11］ have been uti‑
lized to generate smooth trajectories between way‑
points［12‑13］. Besides， there are many alternative
methods are available for trajectory planning. Wata‑
nabe et al.［14］ used the neural network to learn and
evaluate the trajectories created by the artificial po‑
tential field and outputted the initial guess. Then the
initial guess was optimized by differential dynamics
programming（DDP），as the trajectory generated
by the deep neural network（DNN） is not optimal
but near-optimal.

Furthermore，UAVs are employed in high risk
and harsh environments. Realistic mission scenarios
may contain obstacles and/or other vehicles，requir‑
ing the vehicle to sense and avoid safety threats.
There is a load of literature focusing on planning
conflict-free trajectories. Lin et al.［15］ proposed sam‑
pling-based path planning methods for UAV dynam‑
ic obstacle collision avoidance.

It is of interest to integrate UAVs into the civil

airspace based on the TBO concept. Planning con‑
flict-free 4D trajectories for the UAVs in different
scenarios while satisfying appropriate flight con‑
straints is critical to the integration. However，most
of the conventional methods assign speed profile to
the 3D trajectory and introduce a discontinuity in
the curvature of the trajectory. Though the disconti‑
nuity of the planned trajectory can be alleviated by
using high order polynomial curve. Those methods
are not specially designed for 4D trajectory and im‑
ply a high computational burden. The bio-inspired
Tau theory was first used as visual guidance and
then extended to the area of control strategy［16］. It
can synchronously plan the time-variant position
and velocity，offering the advantage of a trajectory
which is C0，C1，and C2 continuous. In this paper
a trajectory generation technique based on Tau guid‑
ance law quickly computed a non-optimal even in‑
feasible initial trajectory，then the trajectory was op‑
timized by a stochastic optimization technique called
particle swarm optimization（PSO）algorithm. This
proposed approach has the following advantages：
（1）It can find a feasible 4D trajectory in a relative‑
ly short time，and（2）can be applicable to different
operating scenarios before departure or during the
flight planning.

The contribution of this paper is a proposed ap‑
proach for planning a feasible conflicts-free 4D tra‑
jectory for fixed-wing UAV operating in different
scenarios. In the remaining of the paper，we will for‑
mulate the problem，describe the method and pres‑
ent the experiment validations.

The following sections of this paper are orga‑
nized as follows. Section 1 presents the mathemati‑
cal model of the 4D trajectory planning for UAVs
problem in the scenarios that we are considering. In
the first part of Section 2，a resolution approach
based on Tau theory to generate a 4D trajectory is
discussed. After that， the optimization algorithm
called PSO and a method to compute the value of
the cost function are detailed. Numerical results
from computational experiments are presented in
Section 3. Finally，conclusions and perspectives are
discussed in Section 4.
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1 UAV Model

1. 1 Problem statements

The input to this 4D cooperative trajectory
planning problem is the UAV’s initial flight plan，
which is expediently described as a sequence of dis‑
crete virtual waypoints associated with assigned
scheduled time of arrivals（STAs） from the start
waypoint to the target. The time-constrained way‑
points consisted in the flight plan are stated in the in‑
ertial reference frame of coordinates as

W ={W i |W i=( xi,yi,hi,ti ) } nWi= 1 (1)

where W i is the ith waypoint vector in the UAV’s
flight plan；xi，yi and hi are x-，y- and h- compo‑
nents of the ith waypoint in Cartesian space，respec‑
tively；ti is the STA，i. e. the time when the UAV
is supposed to fly over the ith waypoint，and nW is
the number of waypoints. The East-North-Up
（ENU）coordinate system with an origin at the arbi‑
trary Earth surface and axes directed to the north，
the east，and vertically upward is used in this paper.

A piece-wise trajectory consisting of (nW - 1)
trajectory segments for each UAV is defined in this
paper. Each trajectory segment is constructed by
one parametric curve using Tau guidance theory and
the parameters controlling the curves are optimized
using the evolutionary technique and the PSO algo‑
rithm.

1. 2 UAV model and constraints

Since many large fixed-wing UAVs are based
on military or general aviation aircraft，they share
aspects of the design and construction of the air‑
frame and mechanical components. For simplicity，
it is common to consider a three-degree of freedom
dynamic model that describes the point motion of
the fixed-wing UAV over a spherical flat Earth mod‑
el. It is assumed there is no sideslip and all forces lie
in the plane of symmetry of fixed-wing UAV. The
three-dimensional point-mass equations of motion
for a generic fixed-wing UAV expressed in the body-

based reference frame are［17］

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

mv̇= T - D- mg sinγ
mvψ̇ cosγ= L sinϕ
mvγ̇= L cosϕ- mg cosγ

(2)

subject to
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

amin ≤ v̇ ( )t ≤ amax
ψ̇ ( )t ≤ ψ̇max
γ̇min ≤ γ̇ ( )t ≤ γ̇max
ϕmin ≤ ϕ ( )t ≤ ϕmax

(3)

where m is the UAV mass which assumed to be a
constant in this paper；g the gravity acceleration；v̇，
ψ̇ and γ̇ are the true airspeed rate，the heading angle
（turn angle） rate，and the flight path angle（climb
angle）rate in the vehicle-carried vertical frame，re‑
spectively；T is the engine thrust and ϕ the bank an‑
gle；Lift L and drag D，which depend on the flight
height，the true airspeed and the angle of attack，
etc.，are the components of the aerodynamic forces
applied to UAV.

The three kinematic equations of the fixed-

wing UAV in the ground-based reference frame are
stated as follows

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

ẋ ( )t = v ( )t cos γ ( )t cos ψ ( )t
ẏ ( )t = v ( )t cos γ ( )t sin ψ ( )t
ḣ ( )t = v ( )t sin γ ( )t

(4)

subject to
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

hmin ≤ h ( )t ≤ hmax
vmin ≤ v ( )t ≤ vmax
γmin ≤ γ ( )t ≤ γmax
ψmin ≤ ψ ( )t ≤ ψmax

(5)

where ẋ ( t)，ẏ ( t) and ḣ ( t) are the velocity compo‑
nents of the fixed-wing UAV；hmax and hmin the max‑
imum reachable altitude and the minimum cruise al‑
titude assumed to be limited，respectively；vmax and
vmin the maximum and the minimum true airspeed，
respectively；γmax and γmin the maximum and the
minimum flight path angle，respectively. The fixed-

wing UAV cannot follow a path with sharp turns or
vertices.

2 Methodology

2. 1 Tau guidance theory

General Tau theory［18］ was presented in the
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1970s and first used as visual guidance. It was adapt‑
ed to generate a 4D trajectory between two arbitrary
waypoints for the UAV in this paper. The Tau guid‑
ance theory shows that，in principle，controlling the
closure of any action-gap only requires Tau informa‑
tion. The information about， e. g.， the size and
speed of closure of the action-gap is not needed［19］.

In general Tau theory［20］，the Tau of an action-

gap μ (t) is defined as

τμ ( t) =
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

μ ( )t
μ̇ ( )t || μ̇ ( )t ≥ μmin

τmin || μ̇ ( )t < μmin

(6)

where μ̇ (t) is the first-order derivative of action-

gap，μmin the minimum value of action-gap，and τmin
the minimum value of Tau. The action-gap μ (t) is
defined as the separation between the current state
and the goal state to be achieved.

The Tau coupling theory ensures that the dif‑
ferent action-gaps，of the guidance movement and
the guided movement，reach closure simultaneous‑
ly if their Tau variables maintain a non-zero con‑
stant ratio. The Tau-coupling equation can be ex‑
pressed as

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

τX ( )t = kτμ ( )t

τX ( )0 =
X 0

Ẋ 0

≠ 0 (7)

where the constant ratio k is called the coupling coef‑
ficient. X 0 and Ẋ 0 are the initial value of the coupled
action-gap X (t)，which is also called the guided
movement， and its first derivative， respectively.
The action-gap of the coupled movement，its first
derivative Ẋ (t) and second derivative Ẍ (t) can be
obtained by solving Eq.（7）.
ì

í

î

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

X ( )t = X 0

μ1 k0
μ ( )t 1 k

Ẋ ( )t = X 0

kμ1 k0
μ̇ ( )t μ ( )t 1 k - 1

Ẍ ( )t = X 0

kμ1 k0
μ ( )t 1 k - 2 ( )1- k

k
μ̇ ( )t 2 + μ ( )t μ̈ ( )t

(8)
where μ0 is the initial value of the action-gap μ (t).

The Tau theories have been continuously de‑
veloped and most of the exist Tau guidance theories
are particularly applicable when braking at the end

of a movement［21］. The initial state and target state
of the realistic movement could be dynamic or still.
However，these general Tau theories could not be
used when the start velocity and the target velocity
of the guided movement are non-zero. Inspired by
the intrinsic Tau gravity guidance，the modification
of the Tau theory in this paper is defined as

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

μ ( )t =- μ̈0 t 2 + μ̇0 t+ μ0
μ̇ ( )t =-2μ̈0 t+ μ̇0
μ̈ ( )t =-2μ̈0

(9)

τμ ( t) =
μ ( )t
μ̇ ( )t =

- μ̈0 t 2 + μ̇0 t+ μ0
-2μ̈0 t+ μ̇0

(10)

where μ̈0，μ̇0 and μ0 are the initial acceleration，the ini‑
tial velocity and the initial value of the guidance ac‑
tion-gap， respectively. According to the coupled
movement，μ̈0 can be set to positive，negative or zero.

Suppose the guided movement starts from point
x0 at the STA of t0 and ends at point x1 at the STA of
t1，and the initial velocity and the target velocity are
ẋ0 and ẋ1，respectively. The action-gap and its Tau
function of the guided movement are expressed as

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

X ( )t = x ( t1 )- x ( )t = x1 - x ( )t

τX ( )t =
X ( )t
Ẋ ( )t

t0 ≤ t≤ t1
(11)

According to Eq.（8），the velocity function of
the guided action-gap is defined as

Ẋ ( t) = C
kμ1 k0

μ̇ ( t) μ ( t) 1 k - 1 = ẋ ( t1 )- ẋ ( t) (12)

where C is the coefficient of the guided movement.
The movement function and acceleration function
are derived from Eq.（12）as
ì

í

î

ï

ï
ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï
ï
ïï
ï

x ( )t = x ( t1 )+ ẋ ( t1 ) [ t-( t1- t0 ) ]-
C
μ1 k0

μ ( )t 1 k

ẋ ( )t = ẋ ( t1 )-
C
kμ1 k0

μ̇ ( )t μ ( )t 1 k-1

ẍ ( )t =- C
kμ1 k0

μ ( )t 1 k-2 é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú( )1

k
-1 μ̇ ( )t 2+ μ ( )t μ̈ ( )t

(13)
where t0 ≤ t≤ t1. Substituting Eq.（9）into Eq.（13）
yields

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Δẋ0 = ẋ ( t1 )- ẋ ( t0 )
Δt= t1 - t0
C= x ( t1 )- x ( t0 )- ẋ ( t1 ) ( t1 - t0 )

(14)

where ∆ẋ0 is the initial velocity gap of the guided
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movement， and ∆t the time gap. Substituting
Eq.（14）into Eq.（13）yields

ì

í

î

ï
ï
ï
ï

μ0 =
Cμ̈0Δt 2

C+ kΔẋ0Δt

μ̇0 =
kΔẋ0 μ̈0Δt 2
C+ kΔẋ0Δt

(15)

The parameters of the guided movement，
∆t，∆ẋ0 and C，and the parameters of the guid‑

ance movement，μ0，μ̇0 and μ̈0，connect the two
actions and ensure their action-gaps reach closure
simultaneously.

The value of k determines the kinematic aspects
of the movement（Fig.1） and subjects to (0，0.5) .
The higher the value of k is，the more delayed the
peak velocity is，the shorter the deceleration phase
is，and the higher the deceleration at the end is.

To ensure the closure of the action-gap at the
right time t1，the guidance action-gap μ (t) should be
positive in the time range [ t0，t1 )，and μ ( t1 ) = 0；
otherwise the gap will close in advance or the Tau
theory will be invalid. To ensure the guidance theo‑
ry valid，the parameter values should obey the re‑
quirements as follows

（1） If ∆ẋ0 ≠ 0，C≠ 0 and C
∆ẋ0∆t

> 0 or

C
∆ẋ0∆t

≤-0.5，then 0< k< 0.5 and μ̇0 > 0；

（2）If ∆ẋ0 ≠ 0，C≠ 0 and -0.5<
C

∆ẋ0∆t
<

0，then 0< k<- C
∆ẋ0∆t

，0< k< 0.5 and μ̇0 > 0；

（3）If ∆ẋ0 ≠ 0，C≠ 0 and -0.5<
C

∆ẋ0∆t
<

0， then - C
∆ẋ0∆t

< k<- 2C
∆ẋ0∆t

，0< k< 0.5

and μ̇0 < 0；
（4） If ∆ẋ0 = 0 and C≠ 0，then 0< k< 0.5

and μ̇0 > 0.
According to Eq.（17），μ0 and μ̇0 have the same

singularity when（1）∆ẋ0 = 0 and C≠0，（2）∆ẋ0≠ 0，

C≠0，-0.5< C
∆ẋ0∆t

<0 and k= C
∆ẋ0∆t

. In this

case，let μ̇0 = 0 and Eq.（11）can be rewritten as
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

μ ( )t = μ̇0 t+ μ0
μ̇ ( )t = μ̇0
μ̈ ( )t = 0

(16)

where μ̇0 =-1/∆t and μ̇0 > 0. It means that the
closure of action-gap is guided by a uniform rectilin‑
ear motion.

Suppose one trajectory segment，Γi，of the
UAV mission from the arbitrary waypoint
Wi ( xi yi hi ti ) towards the next waypoint
Wi+ 1 ( xi+ 1 yi+ 1 hi+ 1 ti+ 1 ) over a period of ∆t.
The Tau-coupling equations of the UAV movement
in Cartesian coordinate system are depicted as

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

τx ( )t = kxτ xμ ( )t
τy ( )t = kyτ yμ ( )t
τh ( )t = khτ hμ ( )t

(17)

where kx，ky and kh are the Tau-coupling coefficients
in x- ，y- and h- axis，respectively. The trajectory
segment Γi in x-axis can be determined as

Fig.1 Kinematic curves of the guided movement
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Γ x
i :

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

x ( )t = xi+ 1 + ẋ i+ 1 ( t- ti )-
Cx

( μ0 )1/kx
( μx )1/kx

ẋ ( )t = ẋ i+ 1-
Cx

kx ( μ0 )1/kx
μ̇x ( μx )1/kx- 1

ẍ ( )t =- Cx

kx ( μ0 )1/kx
( μx )1/kx- 2

é

ë
êê

ù

û
úú( )1

kx
- 1 ( μ̇x )2 + μx μ̈x

(18)

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Δt= ti+ 1- ti
Δẋ0 = ẋ i+ 1- ẋ i
Cx= xi+ 1- xi- ẋ i+ 1Δt

(19)

{μ0 = Cxa0Δt 2/ (Cx+ kxΔẋ0Δt )
μ̇0 = kxΔẋ0 μ̈0Δt 2/ (Cx+ kxΔẋ0Δt )

(20)

where ( ẋ i，ẏ i，ḣ i ) is the velocity vector of the UAV
flying over the ith waypoint， and （ẋ i+ 1 ẏ i+ 1

ḣ i+ 1） the velocity vector over the ( i+ 1) th way‑
point. The trajectories in y- and h-axes can be de‑
rived as in x-axis. As shown in Eqs.（14）—

（16）， the kinematic aspects of trajectory seg‑
ment Γi are determined by parameter vector
( kx ky kh ẋ i ẏ i ḣ i ẋ i+1 ẏ i+1 ḣ i+1 ). Trans‑
form the velocities into body-based reference frame，
then the vector is

S i=( kx,ky,kh,ψi,γi,vi,ψi+ 1,γi+ 1,vi+ 1 ) (21)
Suppose the flight plan of one UAV includes

nW waypoints，then the solution vector for generat‑
ing the complete 4D trajectory is denoted as

S= (S 1 S 2 … S nW) (22)

The 4D trajectory planning problem can be for‑
mulated as an optimization problem whose solution
is the parameter vector controlling the whole 4D tra‑
jectory as Eq.（22）.

2. 2 PSO and cost function

The PSO algorithm is inspired by the flock of
birds as an intelligent swarm，which was first pro‑
posed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995［22］. It is sim‑
pler than other Evolutionary techniques as it re‑
quires only the specification of the problem and a
few parameters to solve it.

In PSO，each particle representing a potential
solution to a defined problem can communicate with
others and share their information. When searching
for a solution，most of the particles will converge on
the best possible solution for the defined problem.

To help to ensure convergence，a constriction fac‑
tor［23］ is introduced in the particles’velocity update
and calculated as

λ= 2

|| 2-( c1 + c2 )- ( c1 + c2 )2 - 4( c1 + c2 )
(23)

where c1 + c2 ≥ 4. c1 and c2 are the cognitive and
the social acceleration coefficients， respectively.
Particles in the swarm（of s particles）are searched
by the following formulas
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

V j ( )i+ 1 = λ [V j ( )i + c1 r1,j ( P bj- P j ( i ) )+
c2 r2,j ( P gj- P j ( i ) ) ]

P j ( )i+ 1 = P j ( )i + V j ( )i+ 1
(24)

where 1≤ j≤ s，V j is the jth particle’s velocity vec‑
tor，P j the jth particle’s current position vector，P bj

the best position vector found by the jth particle so
far，P gj the best position vector found by the swarm
so far，and i the iteration count. r1 and r2 are random
numbers drawn from a uniform distribution.

To guarantee the finite particles are evenly dis‑
tributed over the entire solution space，the chaotic
mapping is used to initiate the particles. At the same
time，the solution vector is normalized.

Most of the constraint-handling methods are
based on the concept of（exterior）cost functions in
evolutionary computation［24］. The weakness of the
traditional cost functions is in the number and value
of parameters［25］. If the solution vector is inside the
feasible region，the trajectory generated by the guid‑
ance law is feasible；if the solution vector is outside
the feasible region，the trajectory generated by the
guidance law is infeasible or invalid. According to
this situation，the mechanism applied to construc‑
tion cost functions is based on the following princi‑
ples.

（1）For all feasible solution vectors，the solu‑
tion vectors with lower costs are better than the
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higher ones.
（2）For all infeasible solution vectors，the solu‑

tion vectors with lower violations are better than the
higher ones.

（3） Among all solution vectors，the feasible
ones are better than the infeasible ones and the inval‑
id solution vectors are the worst of all.

One of the most used utility functions to evalu‑
ate the search parameter vector of the UAV is to
minimize the length of the planned 4D trajectory.
The total cost of a potential solution vector for 4D-

TP is

J (S) =

ì

í

î

ï
ï
ï
ï

∑
i= 1

nW- 1

Li S∈ RF

Lmax + Jc ( )S S∈ R I

inf S∈ RV

(25)

where Li is the trajectory length of trajectory seg‑
ment Γi，Jc the violation of the infeasible solution
vector，Lmax the longest trajectory length of all feasi‑
ble solution vectors in the searching past，RF the
feasible region，R I the infeasible region，and RV the
invalid region. The feasible region，infeasible region
and the invalid region construct the whole search
space. If there is no feasible solution vector so far，
Lmax is set zero；if the solution vector is in the inval‑
id region，the cost function is set infinite. The fit‑
ness of an infeasible solution not only depends on
the amount of constraint violation but also on the
population of solutions at hand.

The solution vector is obtained by solving the
following problem

min
S∈ RF

J (S)

subject to Jc (S) = 0
(26)

The violation cost Jc consists of several compo‑
nents including the height cost，true airspeed cost，
and climb angle costs. Take the violation of flight
height as an example and the height cost can be de‑
scribed as

Jh=
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

( h ( )t - hmax )2 h ( )t > hmax

( hmin - h ( t ) )2 h ( )t < hmin
0 Otherwise

(27)

3 Case Study

3. 1 Simulation setup

To demonstrate the 4D trajectory planning ap‑
proach performance， several simulation scenarios
were examined. The model was implemented using
MATLAB and Visual Studio on a Windows 7 Ulti‑
mate platform（64-bit）with a 3.4 GHz Intel Core
processor and 8.0 GB RAM.

The parameter values of the optimization ap‑
proach were empirically selected based on sugges‑
tions in Ref.［25］to provide good performance. The
time interval was set as 1 s.

3. 2 Results and analysis

3. 2. 1 Single UAV with stationary obstacles

In this case，a virtual simulation environment
was created with several stationary obstacles and
NFZs in appropriate locations. Possible obstacles in
airspace are large trees，mountains，and skyscrap‑
ers，of which the trajectory should keep the clear‑
ance. The planned 4D trajectory for UAV should
avoid obstacles and not cross the no-fly zones
（NFZs）. In this paper，we use part of a sphere to
model the obstacle and the mathematical formula‑
tions are as follows
N={ Nj | Nj=( x- xNj )2 +( y- yNj )2 + z2 ≤ r 2j ,

z≥ 0 } nFj= 1 (28)
where nF is the number of obstacles. xNj and yNj are
the components of obstacle’s position. The radius rj
considers the obstacle’s size as well as measure‑
ment，estimation and tracking errors. The cylinder
is used to model the NFZs as follows

O={ Oj | Oj=( x- xOj )2 +( y- yOj )2 ≤ R 2
j,

z∈ R+ } nOj= 1 (29)
where nO is the number of NFZs；xOj and yOj are the
components of NFZ’s position. The radius Rj con‑
siders the NFZ’s size as well as measurement，esti‑
mation and tracking errors.

The violation cost Jc consists of the violation of
NFZs and obstacles for the potential solution vec‑
tor，and is calculated as follows
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JOj= {( x ( )t - xOj )2 +( y ( )t - yOj )2 +( h ( )t - zOj )2 Γ ∈Oj,1≤ j≤ nO
0 Otherwise

(30)

JNj= {( x ( )t - xNj )2 +( y ( )t - yNj )2 Γ ∈Nj,1≤ j≤ nF
0 Otherwise

(31)

The result of the 4D trajectory planning ap‑
proach，when the swarm size and the maximum
number of iterations are set to 25 and 1 000，respec‑
tively，is obtained through the simulation. Fig.2 pro‑
vides the convergence rates of fitness.

Starting at infinity，the fitness value dramatical‑
ly falls in the early stage before it finds the first feasi‑
ble solution vector，and then it begins to decrease

slightly until the optimization algorithm reaches the
stopping criteria and converges to 368.67.

Fig.3 shows the planned 4D trajectory for
UAV in space. Fig. 3（a）shows an overview of the
planned trajectory in 3D space without the time di‑
mensional information. As it is shown in Fig.3，the
planned 4D trajectory avoids the obstacles and NFZ
successfully. It can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3
（b）. Figs.3（c）and（d）illustrate the time varied po‑
sition in the 2D plane and flight height，respective‑
ly. It can be seen from Fig. 3（d） that the vertical
flight profile keeps in the boundary of the nominal
flight height，i.e. 300 m below or up 5 km.

Figs. 4 and 5 provide some more details of the
planned trajectory.

The flight path angle and the true airspeed of
the planned 4D trajectory vary in their boundaries，
i. e. subject to the constraints：-π 6 ≤ γ≤ π 6
and 100 km h ≤ v≤ 350 km h.

Fig.2 Fitness profile in case 3.2..1

Fig.3 Planned 4D trajectory for the single UAV in case 3.2.1
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As can be seen from Fig.5，the values of flight
path angle rate and acceleration subject to the fol‑
lowing constraints：-π 90 rad s ≤ γ̇≤ π 90 rad s
and -10 m s2 ≤ a≤ 10 m s2.

Further to test the performance of PSO，the re‑
sults of the approach calculated from 100 runs for
each given swarm size are shown in Fig.6 and Table
1 （when the number of iterations is no more than
1 000）.

In Table 1，“nSolu”column presents the num‑
ber of feasible solution vectors in 100 runs，“Fit‑

ness”column presents the mean value and the stan‑
dard error of fitness of all feasible solution vectors，

“Time” and“nEval” columns present the mean
time and number of function evaluations for fixed
swarm size. What stand out in Table 1 is that the
number of feasible solution vectors is less than 100
when the swarm size is set to 15. It means the ap‑
proach cannot find a feasible solution vector surely
when the iteration is equal and less than 15. The
mean value and standard error of the fitness de‑
crease with the swarm size generally，while the
mean time and the mean number of function evalua‑
tions increase with the swarm size.

Then，a deeper analysis of the value of fitness
is carried out. In Fig.6 each box visually represents
the fitness data of cars for a given swarm size when
the number of iterations is no more than 1 000.

On each box in Fig. 6，the central mark is the
median，the edges of each box are the 25th and 75th
percentiles，the whiskers extend to the extreme data
points not considering outliers，and the outliers are
plotted individually using the“+”symbol. As we
can see that the median and maximum values of the
group decrease with the swarm size. The median，
maximum value，minimum value，and outliers of
the first group are much higher than that of the last
three groups.
3. 2. 2 Single UAV with cooperative manned air⁃

craft

The last simulation focuses on the static obsta‑
cles handling while moving obstacles are more often
found in a real environment. In this case， the
manned aircraft（MAC） in this simulation is intro‑
duced to cruise at the same true airspeed in the same
airspace with the UAV. Also， the UAV is sup‑
posed to fly on the same flight level and the planned
4D trajectory of UAV should keep clearance of the
MAC all the time. Through the simulation，the vio‑

Fig.4 Kinematic curves of the UAV in case 3.2.1

Fig.5 Rate curves of the kinematic variables of the UAV in
case 3.2.1

Fig.6 Box plot of the fitness value in case 3.2.1

Table 1 Statistical results of 100 runs

Swarm size
15
25
40
55

nSolu
98
100
100
100

Fitness
386.43±21.10
374.98±15.67
373.73±15.07
372.47±14.50

Time /s
5.42
23.12
42.97
70.03

nEval
2 444
9 978
18 493
30 754
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lation cost should include the violation of MAC for
the potential solution vector.

The result is obtained through the simulation
when the swarm size and the maximum number of it‑
erations are set to 25 and 1 000，respectively. Fig.7
presents the change of fitness with the number of it‑
erations.

The shape of the fitness profile in Fig.7 is the
same as Fig.2 in general. The value of fitness drops
dramatically to zero and then rises sharply to a defi‑
nite value，which means the optimization algorithm
finds the first feasible solution vector. The algorithm
will keep on finding smaller fitness values in the rest
of iterations and converges to 241.67. Fig. 8 shows
the planned trajectory more intuitively.

As can been seen in Fig.8（a），the planned tra‑
jectory of UAV do not cross the trajectory of MAC
in x- ，y-axes and time dimension. The lateral dis‑
tance between UAV and MAC keeps more than the
minimum lateral separation（set to be 4 km in this
paper）as shown in Fig.8（b）. And in Fig.8（c），the
flight height of UAV keeps within the limits of
300 m up and down the nominal flight level.

Figs. 9 and 10 present more flight control de‑
tails of the UAV’s planned trajectory.

Fig. 9 shows the state of the UAV，including
the flight path angle and the true airspeed. It can be
seen that the state keeps in each boundary， i.e.
- π 6 ≤ γ≤ π 6 and 700 km h ≤ v≤ 850 km h.

Fig.10 presents the rate of state，including the
flight path angle rate and the acceleration. The
values of the state of UAV subject to：
-π 90 rad s ≤ γ̇≤ π 90 rad s and -3m s2 ≤

a≤ 3m s2.
To assess the influence of the PSO algorithm，

simple statistical analysis is applied to the results cal‑
culated from 100 tests for each assigned swarm size.

Fig.7 Fitness profile in case 3.2.2

Fig.8 Planned 4D trajectories for the UAVs in case 3.2.2

Fig.9 Kinematic curves of the UAV in case 3.2.2

Fig.10 Rate curves of kinematic variables of the UAV in
case 3.2.2
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Table 2 compares the result difference between dif‑
ferent swarm sizes.

It can be seen from the data in Table 2 that the
mean value and standard error of the fitness de‑
crease with the swarm size generally，while the
mean time and the mean number of function evalua‑
tions increase with the swarm size. When the
swarm size equals 10，the approach only succeeds
to find the feasible solution vectors 95 times out of
100. And when the swarm size is bigger，the ap‑
proach can find a feasible solution vector 100 times
out of 100. At the same time，the mean time to fin‑
ish the optimization is 397.36 s when the swarm
size equals 55， far more than that of others. It
means that the more particles the harder to con‑
verge for PSO.

Fig.11 shows a deeper insight and each box of
the figure depicted the statistics of the fitness for a
given number of iterations.

The median value of the group decreases with
the swarm size generally. It is apparent that the max‑
imum value，minimum value，and outliers of the
first group are larger than the other three，even the
outliers of the first group are bigger than others for
several orders of magnitude. A possible explanation

for these results may be the lack of adequate func‑
tion evaluation. No significant differences between
the lateral three groups are observed.
3. 2. 3 Multi UAVs with manned aircraft

A more complicated dynamic scenario is con‑
structed in this case，in which multi UAVs are as‑
signed to follow its flight plan in the 4D trajectory
planning airspace. Figs.12―15 and Table 3 show a
similar，but more pronounced scenario.

In this simulation，the swarm size equals 25
and the number of iterations is set to be 1 000.
Fig.12 depicts the convergence of fitness.

The fitness value also falls firstly，then increas‑
es to a definite value and converges to 876.33 at
last. What is interesting in Fig.12 is that the number
of iterations approximates 200 when the growth in‑
flection emerges. The number of iterations，when
the feasible solution vector is found， is far more
than that in the last two cases. A possible explana‑
tion for this might be that this case is far more com‑
plicate than the last two and the optimization algo‑
rithm needs more iterations to find a feasible solu‑
tion vector.

Similarly，Fig.13 presents the planned trajecto‑
ries of the UAVs and the lateral separation profiles
between UAVs and MAC. The lateral safe distance
between UAVs is set to 4 km，and vertical safe dis‑
tance is 300 m lower or higher than the nominal
flight height.

As can be seen in Fig.13（a），there is no inter‑
section point between the planned trajectories of
UAVs and the assigned trajectory of MAC in the x-

axis，y-axis and time dimensions. The lateral dis‑

Table 2 Statistical results of 100 runs

Swarm size
10
25
40
55

nSolu
95
100
100
100

Fitness
243.48±3.04
240.64±0.51
240.49±0.35
240.39±0.20

Time /s
1.11
3.85
7.15
397.36

nEval
2 226
7 819
14 771
22 899

Fig.11 Box plot of the fitness value in case 3.2.2

Fig.12 Fitness profile in case 3.2.3
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tance within UAVs or between UAV and MAC
keeps more than the minimum lateral separation
（2 km in this case）as shown in Fig.13（b）. And in
Fig. 13（c），the flight height profiles of UAV vary
within the limits of 300 m up and down the nominal
flight level.

The state of the planned trajectories of the
UAVs is presented in Figs.14 and 15.

It can be seen that the state keeps in each
boundary，i.e. - π 6 ≤ γ≤ π 6 and 100 km h ≤
v≤ 350 km h.

Also，the rate keeps in each boundary， i. e.
- π 90 rad s ≤ γ̇≤ π 90 rad s and -10 m s2 ≤
a≤ 10 m s2.

In order to verify the stability of the approach，
repeated tests are implemented at last.

In this case，the number of feasible solution
vectors is less than 100 no matter how large the
swarm size is. The number of feasible solution vec‑
tors is rather disappointing when the swarm size is
set to 10. Though the mean value and the standard
error of the fitness decrease with the swarm size gen‑
erally，the mean time and the mean number of func‑
tion evaluations increase with the swarm size. Sur‑
prisingly，the mean time consumed increases sharp‑
ly when the swarm size is set to 55.

In Fig.16， the statistics of fitness calculated
from 100 runs for each given number of iterations
are presented. Fig.16 shows a clear trend of decreas‑
ing the median value，the maximum value，mini‑
mum value and outliers of the groups with the

Fig.13 Planned 4D trajectories for the UAVs in case 3.2.3

Fig.14 Kinematic curves of the UAV in case 3.2.3

Fig.15 Rate curves of kinematic variables of the UAV in
case 3.2.3

Table 3 Statistical results of 100 runs (MaxIter = 1 000)

Swarm size
10
25
40
55

nSolu
24
94
96
99

Fitness
897.36±10.09
873.27±7.50
868.70±2.63
867.89±2.18

Time /s
14.83
25.44
48.29
432.34

nEval
8 773
16 834
34 296
50 025

Fig.16 Statistics of fitness from 100 runs
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swarm size. The indicators of the first group are
larger than the other three. No significant differenc‑
es between the lateral three groups are observed.

4 Conclusions

This study proposed a novel 4D trajectory plan‑
ning approach for fixed-wing UAV flight before de‑
parture or during the flight planning in the future in‑
tegrated airspace，which is one of the great challeng‑
es for the ICAO’s Global TBO concept. The 4D
trajectory planning approach for UAVs collectively
performs well in the test cases. The illustration of
the proposed approach proves its ability to plan the
4D conflict-free trajectory efficiently for single UAV
and apply to the scenarios in which multi UAVs can
fly cooperatively with moving manned aircraft，
which is highly significant in the future application.
This present study lays the ground work for future
research on UAV integration into the civil airspace.

Despite these promising results， some ques‑
tions still remain. The 4D trajectory planning ap‑
proach only considers the fixed STAs instead of the
time window for each of the waypoint in the flight
plan. Also，there is abundant room for further prog‑
ress in modeling the disturbance，such as the wind
disturbance. Additionally，the UAV must be able to
overcome environmental uncertainties such as mod‑
eling errors，external disturbances，and an incom‑
plete situational awareness. Further studies，which
take these variables into account，will need to be un‑
dertaken.
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固定翼无人机的 4D无冲突航迹规划

廖文静 1，韩松臣 1，2，李 炜 1，韩云祥 3

（1.四川大学空天科学与工程学院，成都 610065, 中国；2.四川大学国家空管自动化系统技术重点实验室，

成都 610065, 中国；3.四川大学视觉合成图形图像技术国防重点学科实验室，成都 610065, 中国）

摘要：基于 4D航迹的运行（Four‑dimensional trajectory-based operation，4D‑TBO）有利于增强高效飞行的计划和

执行，减少潜在冲突并解决即将出现的巨大航班需求。大多数与 4D航迹规划有关的研究都集中在有人驾驶飞

机上，而不是无人驾驶飞机（Unmanned aerial vehicle，UAV）。本文着重于为起飞前或飞行期间的固定翼无人机

规划无冲突的 4D航迹。文中提出了一种基于Tau理论的 4D航迹生成技术，该技术将时间约束的飞行航路点纳

入了飞行计划中。然后，通过粒子群优化（Particle swarm optimization，PSO）算法对 4D航迹进行优化。仿真实

验证明了所提出方法的有效性。

关键词：4D航迹；航迹规划；基于航迹的运行；无人机；粒子群优化算法
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